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What will this talk be about?

 Introduction to Model-Based Systems 

Engineering and conceptual modeling

 Object-Process Methodology – OPM, the new 

ISO/PAS 19450 

 Integrating MATLAB/SIMULAINK quantitative 

aspects into OPM: 

 Approaches

 Performance

 Evalaution

http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=62274


What is Model-Based Systems 

Engineering?

3

The use of a formal modeling language 
to

 Model

 Architect 

 Design  

 Communicate & Share

 Test, Validate & Verify

 Deploy & Maintain

Complex multidisciplinary systems
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MBSE Methodology

 MBSE calls for the development of a comprehensive 

methodology, capable of tackling the mounting challenges 

that the evolution of new systems and products poses. 

 An MBSE methodology is a collection of related processes, 

methods, and tools that support systems engineering.

 Modeling is a foundational engineering activity in an MBSE 

methodology.

 The evolving model resulting from this activity is a central 

infrastructural entity 

 The model supports systems development, evolution, 

and lifecycle in a “model-based” or “model-driven” 

context. 

4
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Conceptual Modeling 

 Central to the MBSE approach is the activity 

of conceptual modeling:

 the creation of a model or inter-related models or 

views in some formal language

 The model specifies at various levels of detail, 

and from various viewpoints, how a system is 

structured and how it behaves in order for it to 

deliver its intended function.

 Let us examine an OPM model of a generic 

product lifecycle engineering system. 

5
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SE and MBSE and Engineering Systems in Context  

6

Engineering

Systems
 Conceptual 

modeling and MBSE

are orthogonal

 Not limited to any of 

the borders on the 

left.

 OPM-based 

conceptual modeling 

can be applied to 

systems in any 

domain and at any 

level of complexity.

MBSE

Enterprise 

Management

Project

Management

Systems Engineering

Management

Systems Engineering

Domain Systems 

Engineering

Domain Engineering

Science

Society, country

Enterprise, 

System of 

Systems

System

Component

Scope Human Intellectual Activity
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OPM’s only two building blocks:

1. Stateful Object

2. Process

All the other elements are 

relations between things, 

expressed graphically as links.

7
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Transforming an object by a process 

can be done in three ways

(1) Process consumes the object
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(2) Process creates the object
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(3) Process affects object by 

changing the object’s state:

The third and last kind of object transformation:
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The graphics-text equivalence OPM principle

Any model fact expressed graphically in an OPD is also 
expressed textually in the corresponding OPL paragraph.

Caters to the 

dual channel 

cognitive 

assumption 

(Mayer, 2010)
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Physical vs. Informatical Things

OPCAT – downloadable free from http://esml.iem.technion.ac.il/

http://esml.iem.technion.ac.il/
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Application in Science: Molecular biology

11/16/2015

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0107085
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0107085
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0000872
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0000872
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“Beyond the scientific value of these specific findings, 

this work demonstrates the value of the conceptual 

model as an in silico vehicle for hypotheses generation 

and testing, which can reinforce, and often even 

replace, risky, costlier wet lab experiments.”
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Tripped 

Pumps Cause 

too high 

Pressure

Nuclear reactor failure: 

The Three Mile Island Accident

http://www.mne.psu.edu/events/event_detail.cfm?eid=667
http://esml.iem.technion.ac.il/publications/conference-presentations/
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Offshore Oil Well Drilling
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Airport Operations: Outgoing Passenger 
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Iron Dome – an Israeli ballistic missile defense system

Yaniv Mordecai and Dov Dori, 

Evolving System Modeling: 

Facilitating Agile System 

Development with Object-Process 

Methodology. SysCon 2015 ,9th

Annual IEEE International Systems 

Conference, Vancouver, Canada, 

April 13-16 2015.

To be presented
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Sample of engineering domains in which OPM has been used

• Complex, Interconnected, Large-Scale Socio-Technical Systems. Systems 

Engineering 14(3), 2011.

• Networking Mobile Devices and Computers in an Intelligent Home. 

International Journal of Smart Home 3(4), pp. 15-22, October, 2009.

• Multi-Agent Systems. IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics –

Part C: Applications and Reviews, 40 (2) pp. 227-241, 2010.

• Semantic Web Services Matching and Composition. Web Semantics: 

Science, Services and Agents on the World Wide Web. 9, pp. 16-28, 2011.

• Project-Product Lifecycle Management. Systems Engineering, 16 (4), pp. 

413-426, 2013.

• Model-Based Risk-Oriented Robust Systems Design. International Journal 

of Strategic Engineering Asset Management, 1(4), pp. 331-354, 2013.

• Medical Robotics and Miscommunication Scenarios. An Object-Process 

Methodology Conceptual Model. Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, 62(3) pp. 

153-163, 2014.

• Modeling Exceptions in Biomedical Informatics. Journal of Biomedical 

Informatics 42(4), pp. 736-747, 2009. 

http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/journals/jbi/jbi42.html#PelegSD09
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OPM is currently most fit for early, 

conceptual design

We want to leverage the strength of 

MATLAB/Simulink to enjoy the best of 

two worlds

Two approaches (Aharon Renick’s 

Masters Thesis):

1. AUTOMATLAB

2. MMATLAB subcontractor
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AUTOMATLAB

 Adding a numerical computational layer to the 

conceptual modeling power of OPM.

 Simulating system behavior both qualitatively 

and quantitatively.

 AUTOMATLAB stages:

 AUTOMATLAB code generation

 AUTOMATLAB code enhancement

 AUTOMATLAB controlled simulation
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AUTOMATLAB Architecture
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OPM-MATLAB equivalence

 Generating the AUTOMATLAB layer 

requires to understand the computational 

meaning of an OPM model.

 As a first step, we have mapped the main 

basic built-in MATLAB functions to their 

OPM model equivalents

 Some examples:
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OPM-MATLAB equivalence example (1)

Symbol Operator/Process Name OPD

+ Addition / Adding

* Multiplication / Multiplying
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OPM-MATLAB equivalence example (2)

Symbol Operator/Process Name OPD

^
Exponentiation / 

Exponentiating

\ Division / Dividing
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OPM-MATLAB equivalence example (3)

Operator / Process Name OPD

if then…else

while
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OPM-MATLAB equivalence example (4)

Operator / 

Process Name
Description OPD

fft

Returns the discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT) of vector x, 

computed with a fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) algorithm

isempty

Determine whether array/variable 

is empty (skips block if code if is 

empty)
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AUTOMATLAB Code Generator

 MATLAB code that is equivalent to the 

OPM model is generated.

 Processes, objects, values and relations 

are identified in the OPL statements and 

translated to MATLAB code.

 Processes and objects relations are 

mapped in three matrices: process-to-

process relations, object-to-object 

relations, and process-to-object relations.
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AUTOMATLAB Code Generator

 For example, a ‘requires’ relation between 

process A and object B means that B is 

instrument for executing A.

 This will be translated to the following 

MATLAB code segment in the m file:
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AUTOMATLAB Code Generator

 Adding a ‘yields’ relation between process 

A and object C, which means that C 

results from executing A results in the 

following code:

 A more complex example will be presented soon…
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AUTOMATLAB Case Study

 Demonstration AUTOMATLAB for an OPM

model of a molecular biology system.

 OPM model of a biological process called 

mRNA Lifecycle presented in (Somekh et 

al. 2012 ).
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AUTOMATLAB Case Study
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MATLAB code for mRNA Transcription
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MATLAB code for mRNA Transcription
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AUTOMATLAB Example

https://dovdori.technion.ac.il/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Matlab2OPM_1.wmv
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AUTOMATLAB Case Study

 AUTOMATLAB controlled simulation 

includes additional stochastic capabilities.

 Simulation in MATLAB provides additional 

information and examining abilities.
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OPM Computational 

Subcontractor
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OPM Computational Subcontractor

 MATLAB or Simulink is a "computational 

subcontractor" for the OPM model.

 We augmenting a regular OPM model, 

such that any process can be in-zoomed 

by MATLAB code or a Simulink diagram.

 When the OPM simulation is executed, it 

runs normally according to the OPM 

semantics.
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OPM Computational Subcontractor

 When reaching a process that was in-

zoomed by the computational 

subcontractor, MATLAB or Simulink are 

called.

 Relevant information is sent via MATLAB 

and the sub-simulation function is called.

 The outcome of this sub-simulation 

defines the outcome OPCAT simulation.
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OPM Computational Subcontractor Architecture
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Example: OPM Computational Subcontractor 
for a search and tracking radar system
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Radar Searching & Tracking in-zoomed
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Searching in-zoomed
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Math expressions are so much more compact…

  LR

GGP
P rtt

r 43

2

4


 LRGGPP rttr  4432 
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Even Simulink is not as good as math…

  LR

GGP
P rtt

r 43

2

4


 LRGGPP rttr  4432 
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The Simulink code for LRGGPP rttr  4432 
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Executing the OPM model with calls to MATLAB
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OPM Computational Subcontractor Example 

Summary

 Simple radar equation implementation was 

demonstrated with both MATLAB and 

Simulink.

 Changing the level of complexity of the 

subcontracted model without changing the 

OPM model itself is easy.
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Evaluation
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Evaluation

 A thorough evaluation of the 

AUTOMATLAB approach was conducted 

as part of the ‘Specification and Analysis 

of Information Systems’ course.

 Evaluation was based on an OPM model 

of a Web Based Grocery Shopping

system created by the students in the 

course.
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Evaluation

 All students (N=12) had knowledge of OPM

 Some students (N1=5) had prior knowledge of 

MATLAB.

 The rest (N2=7) had none or very little 

knowledge of MATLAB

 About half the students received the 

automatically-generated MATLAB code from 

AUTOMATLAB.
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Evaluation

 These student were able to expand the 

MATLAB code to obtain answers.

 The other half (control group) were asked 

to answer the questions using any tool 

they desire, not receiving the code.
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Evaluation

 The students with prior knowledge of MATLAB 

were the experimental group, while the rest 

served as the control group. 

 In order to extend our sample, each student 

preformed the evaluation for two different data 

sets, achieving a total of Ñ=24, with Ñ1=10 and 

Ñ2=14.

 The evaluation was based on an OPM model of 

a Web Based Grocery Shopping system which 

had been created by students in the course.
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Evaluation – OPM model
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Evaluation – OPM model
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Evaluation – OPM model
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Evaluation - Shopping List Creating MATLAB code
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Evaluation - Shopping List Creating MATLAB code
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Evaluation hypothesis

 Our research hypothesis was that using OPM with the AUTOMATLAB 

approach would benefit the user in the following ways:

 Users of AUTOMATLAB will gain deeper, more accurate understanding of 

the system’s computational and quantitative aspects than users who used 

OPM without AUTOMATLAB.

 AUTOMATLAB users will understand the system’s computational and 

quantitative aspects quicker than users who used OPM without

AUTOMATLAB.

 AUTOMATLAB users will be more confident in their understanding of the 

system’s computational and quantitative aspects than users who used OPM 

without AUTOMATLAB.

 AUTOMATLAB users will understand the system’s computational and 

quantitative aspects better, with less difficulty, than who used OPM without

AUTOMATLAB.
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Evaluation process

The students were asked to answer the 

following questions:

 What type of customer is more profitable for the iBuy owner: 

Regular user or Premium user?

 What are the three most profitable products for the iBuy owner?

 What is the premium user monthly fee that will maximize the profit 

for the iBuy owner?

 What is the premium user monthly fee that will make the amount 

of items purchased by regular users and premium users equal?
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Evaluation data sets
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Evaluation data analysis

 A total of 96 answers from 24 questionnaires

 Answers graded according to their accuracy.

 Student explanations regarding difficulty, 

confidence in the outcome accuracy, and the 

time required to complete the assignment were

analyzed qualitatively.

Experimental Group Control Group

Jerusalem 

Data set

Tel-Aviv 

Data set

Jerusalem 

Data set

Tel-Aviv 

Data set

Amount of 

questionnaires:
5 5 7 7
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Evaluation data analysis

 Data analyzed for three variables: group

(experimental or control), level (‘Jerusalem’ or 

‘Tel-Aviv’) and question (Q1, Q2, Q2, or Q4)

 Analysis using multi-way repeated measures 

tests with two within-subjects independent 

variables (level, question) and between-subjects 

independent variable (group). 

 The dependent variable, namely grade, time, 

confidence in answer accuracy, and difficulty

was changed in each hypothesis test. 
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Evaluation data analysis

 Independent t-test and one-way ANOVA with a 

Bonferroni correction served as our post-hoc 

tests, where it was needed.
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Evaluation hypothesis - Results

 Our research hypothesis was that using OPM with the 

AUTOMATLAB approach would benefit the user in the following 

ways:

 Users of AUTOMATLAB will gain deeper, more accurate understanding 

of the system’s computational and quantitative aspects than users who 

used OPM without AUTOMATLAB.

 AUTOMATLAB users will understand the system’s computational and 

quantitative aspects quicker than users who used OPM without

AUTOMATLAB.

 AUTOMATLAB users will be more confident in their understanding of the 

system’s computational and quantitative aspects than users who used 

OPM without AUTOMATLAB.

 AUTOMATLAB users will understand the system’s computational and 

quantitative aspects better, with less difficulty, than who used OPM 

without AUTOMATLAB.
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Summary and Future 

Work
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Summary

 This research tackles the problem of 

merging computational aspects and 

capabilities into conceptual models of 

systems, which are primarily qualitative in 

nature. 

 Due to the level of abstraction of 

conceptual models, their computational 

capabilities may be weak or missing.


